CONFIDENTIAL (for PPEC Members only)
You read it here first: What you can say about paper and plastic
Stewardship Ontario has finally released the 2014 data behind what it charges stewards of Ontario Blue
Box materials. The data yields important information on how much material is generated residentially,
how much is recovered, and how much is left for disposal by material category. It also outlines the gross
costs by material, their revenue, and the net costs per tonne plus other detailed and historical
information on Ontario Blue Box fee-setting.
You will see from the tables attached just how complex the data is. We will be analysing it over the next
month or two and offering our conclusions in our Members Only page. Non-members will only get the
blogs we write on this subject.
These are our conclusions from a quick survey of the data. Remember, this covers only Blue Box
materials in Ontario so it is not the full picture for Ontario. It does not include materials collected from
the industrial, commercial, and institutional (IC & I) sector, nor is it national data (only Ontario).
1. Paper (printed and packaging) represented 66% by weight of what Ontario’s households
generated in 2014. Some 74% of this was recovered for recycling.
2. The recovery rate for corrugated boxes (from households) was 98%, for boxboard 46%; and for
paper packaging overall (63%).
3. Plastic packaging recovery overall was only 31 per cent. The recovery rate for plastic film was
11%, plastic laminants 3%, polystyrene 6%, and Other Plastics 33 per cent.
4. Paper (printed and packaging) supplied over 50% of total Blue Box revenues. In the packaging
grades, revenues from OCC were $14.7 million just behind aluminum food and beverage cans at
$14.8 million.
5. The net cost per tonne for paper packaging overall was $374 (includes gabletops, laminants and
aseptics) compared to plastic packaging’s overall net cost of $1,148 a tonne. The highest net
costs per tonne were recorded for plastic film ($2,482 a tonne), plastic laminants ($2,468),
polystyrene ($1,677) and Other Plastics $1,202 a tonne.
We will have more detailed analysis of all the numbers shortly. . A quick overview by Osler Hoskin &
Harcourt LLP of what the Ontario government plans with Bill 151 (just introduced) is also attached.
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This is a confidential report for PPEC members only. Please do not share with non-members.
If you know of someone who might be interested in becoming a member, please forward their
contact details to us and we will chase them down.
All current members are listed on the Our Members page of our website.
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